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Abstract
Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) enable their users to access Cloud computing and storage
services from anywhere in quick and flexible manners through the Internet. With the basis of
‘pay-as-you-go’ model, it makes the interactions between CSPs and the users play a vital role
in shaping the Cloud computing market. A pool of virtualized and dynamically scalable Cloud
services that delivered on demand to the users is associated with guaranteed performance and
cost-provisioning. It needed a costing scheme for determining suitable charges in order to
secure lease pricing of the Cloud services. However, it is hard to meet the satisfied prices for
both CSPs and users due to their conflicting needs. Furthermore, there is lack of Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) that allowing the users to take part into price negotiating process. The
users may lose their interest to use Cloud services while reducing CSPs profit. Therefore, this
paper proposes a generic costing scheme for Cloud services using General Equilibrium Theory
(GET). GET helps to formulate the price function for various services’ factors to match with
various demands from the users. It is initially determined by identifying the market
circumstances that a general equilibrium will be hold and reached. Specifically, there are two
procedures of agreement made in response to (i) established equilibrium supply and demand,
and (ii) service price formed and constructed in a price range. The SLAs in our costing scheme
is integrated to satisfy both CSPs and users’ needs while minimizing their conflicts. The price
ranging strategy is deliberated to provide prices’ options to the users with respect their budget
limit. Meanwhile, the CSPs can adaptively charge based on users’ preferences without losing
their profit. The costing scheme is testable and analyzed in multi-tenant computing
environments. The results from our simulation experiments demonstrate that the proposed
costing scheme provides better users’ satisfaction while fostering fairness pricing in the Cloud
market.
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1. Introduction

The Cloud computing consists of heterogeneous services and varies type of users in terms of
their processing requirements. It acts as a resource sharing pool that provides services to
multiple users through the Internet that makes service cost varied. Current issue in Cloud
environment is the users no longer look into on the processing power and data storage capacity
but on service charges [1-5]. The Cloud services that leased to end users are charged using a
‘pay-per-use’ model [2, 4]. Therefore, it is the big challenge in Cloud computing to determine
suitable price for leasing the services while satisfying processing requirements. Core feature
in Cloud service infrastructures is Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that led seamless service
at high quality of service to the users. The availability of Cloud service on a continuous basis
might be incurring more expense. Cloud computing has a significant market potential, but it
needs a pricing model to determine appropriate prices for various Cloud services [5-8]. A
payment model is normally determined when, how many and for how long such services are
required by the users [2, 5, 6]. There is still a limited solution for pricing determination
procedure towards sharing and managing Cloud services especially in terms of suitable
payment model [6-8]. Meanwhile, each service provider has its own pricing plan that makes
the payment model remain a huge challenge. The users might be demotivated because of the
fluctuating service charges that normally controlled by the services provider [2, 11-13]. It is
necessity for the Cloud providers to understand to what extend the prices and Quality of
Service (QoS) level needed to be set for fulfilling demands. The Cloud providers also required
to provide transparency in charging the services to the users in order to improve
trustworthiness in resource sharing.
Note that, the Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) intention to fulfill users’ demands, but it
comes with the price charging on the services that leased by the users. Meanwhile, the users
rent the services for satisfying task requirements with minimum cost. It raises conflicting in
fulfilling the SLAs. Due to the service quotation is made according to the CSPs terms and
definitions [4, 5, 14], the users have limited access in taking parts into the agreement process
especially in negotiating the service price. Hence, even though there are sophisticated Cloud
services, constrained in ‘buy power’ from the user’s side leads to underutilized services. It
further, reduces the CSPs profit and revenue, if not in present-day, it might affect in long run
return [4]. Therefore, the costing scheme should be satisfied in both parties i.e., CSPs and users
despite their conflicting needs.
We present a generic costing scheme through multi-level agreement procedures between
users and service providers that aims for achieving fair service charging. ‘Fair’ in our work
defined as fulfilling both entities’ interest and need. Specifically, we analyze providers’ initial
revenue and users’ service requirements, and provided that by both entities must be willing to
participate in the Cloud market. We utilized the General Equilibrium Theory (GET) [9, 15] in
forming the service price where the behavior of supply, demand, and prices are essential
attributes in the agreement. Due to the theory assumed that there is a gap between actual prices
and equilibrium prices, our pricing is then formed in a range. It means that the exact price for
the Cloud service is charged within the established price range. Based on the results from our
extensive experiments, our pricing model has demonstrated substantial positive effects on high
satisfaction in both users and providers under heterogeneous computing scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A review of related work on service
costing scheme from economic models is presented in Section 2. Section 3 details the models
used in the paper. Our pricing formulation through GET is presented in Section 4.
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Experimental settings and results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work
A fair charge for Cloud services is a good way of motivating entities in Cloud environment to
interact and utilize available services. Inspired by the on-demand services, the ‘pay-as-you-go’
model has been effectively used and becomes a pricing model in Clouds [4, 6, 13]. Such
pricing model is appropriate for Cloud computing where the service availability is not anymore
as a big issue. The Cloud services are guaranteed to be accessed and consumed at anytime
from anywhere for the users. Normally, the price is determined based on the numbers of CPU,
availability of live storage, software license fee, backup and maintenance [2, 3, 10]. There are
also additional charges that proposed by the Cloud service providers (CSPs) in offering the
services. For example, in the Amazon Web Services the price charging is included for the main
services and upfront infrastructure. Some Cloud providers used package of service for
charging the users with fix price e.g., in [11-13]. There is also where the Cloud providers offer
contract basis pricing approaches [7, 15] to the users for leasing their services. Specifically,
the pricing agreement is different from one Cloud provider to another. It is not merely because
of total capital of Cloud services; the taxes and foreign exchange may also affect the
fluctuation of the service price.
We notice the fact that research on price competition amongst Cloud providers is not new
in the economic domains. Market competition between Cloud providers is a vital factor in
capacity planning because the providers set prices primarily to make profits [1, 7, 10].
Basically, the prices that they set had influenced on demands from end-users, where their
demands led to the provisioning of optimal resource capacities. The authors in [1] used Nash
equilibrium strategy to pave the path for Cloud provider identified the service prices and
Quality of Service (QoS) level that can be set for users. They utilized the concept of game
theory that involved several players/providers in the active game that assumed each provider
knew the equilibrium strategy of other providers. Their multiple Nash equilibrium exists for
the price vectors for the simultaneous price – QoS game. In [15], the authors proposed the
catalogue-based pricing Cloud services in order to identify resource (supply) characteristics.
From such information, they formulate several processing conditions in order to compute the
price of processing demands. The price is charged depend on the total amount of service
request over available resources. Meanwhile, the authors in [16] employed ﬁnancial option
theory and treat the Cloud resources as real assets. It aims to capture the realistic value of the
Cloud services. Their method is similar in our work in regards the maximum and minimum
values of prices that needs to be determined prior to identify the exact price.
Despite economical basis approaches used in designing the Cloud costing scheme, there are
three different pricing methods used (i) pricing for provider’s profit, (ii) pricing for user’s
utility and (iii) equilibrium pricing. In response to the issue in determining the right prices for
improving the profit, the variance-based pricing is proposed by the authors in [17]. In their
pricing scheme, the providers’ competitors have influenced in determining the range of service
price. The variance-based pricing is generated to ensure the provider’s service costs are close
or similar with other providers. The price then offered to the users without refers to the
variability of the users’ demand. However, at the same time it supports equilibrium market.
Meanwhile, the researchers in [18] introduced the spot market as one of the markets’
behaviours in their work, besides pay-as-you-go (PAYG) and on-demand (OD) markets. The
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spot market provides useful information on the users’ willingness to pay for the Cloud services.
The market offers negotiable platform for the users to pay less if it turns their request is
satisfied, but it must be higher than initial cost as to prevent from negative provider’s profit.
There are studies concerned on the users’ preferences, as proposed in [19] where they
designed the well-planed and informative costing guidelines for making the users understand
associated cost in Cloud computing. Their costing guidelines leads to better service level
agreement (SLAs) that proven in the users’ satisfaction. For fulfilling the users’ requirements,
the SLAs is significant to consider user’s utility functions or can be refers as user’s subjective
satisfaction, happiness, and perception of worthiness [20]. The authors in [20] proposed price
profiling from the available services. They modelled six utility functions satisfaction based on
categories of Cloud services are High Availability (HA), Disaster Recovery (DR), Hosting,
VDI, Content delivery, terminal servers, and Big data. It might give better understanding to
the user on how the costing scheme works in Cloud environment. However, there are diverse
type of Cloud application available that make it is hard to profile the suitable price.
Satisfying user needs and expectations while accommodating the provider’ profits is another
focuses in designing the costing scheme. Such pricing focuses can be referred as equilibrium
price where the demand and supply become significant attributes in justifying the service price.
The authors in [21] proposed robust deterministic approximation models to construct efficient
heuristic fixed-price pricing policies. While guaranteeing the worst-case revenue of the
providers, their work considers the users’ willingness in accepting the price function. Hence,
it reduces the number of users that rejected the offered price. In [22], the authors proposed the
time slot for the users to request the available services with cost preferences, either monetary
cost (i.e., service price) and non-monetary cost (i.e., service waiting time). In their work, the
agent will be used to perform negotiation process where the successful providers in fulfilling
the users’ request will be given a reward. It improves the providers’ reputation which leads to
have more numbers of buyer in the market. Another work that considered both market entities
(i.e., providers and users) is from the authors in [4]. The providers in their work are assumed
as monopoly providers where the costing scheme is determined prior. They also considered
the demand from the users where they introduced the users’ reservation price to be matched
with the provider’s subscription pricing. Specifically, our work is fall into the equilibrium
pricing type.

3. Models
In this section, we describe the market and Cloud service infrastructure used in our study.
3.1 The Market
The proposed market (Fig. 1) used in this study is considered interdependent system that offer
economy-wide interaction among its entities. It is composed the interaction between Cloud
users, price coordinator and service providers. The users comprise of set n users that are
loosely connected by a communication network, and each request for the different service
requirements. They requested either for storage or CPU where each is associated with a set of
preferences, given as expected rental duration, task requirement and budget limit.
Meanwhile, there are resources/services from the providers that always available in the
market. The service providers are served services for the users where each service has a reserve
value. The value is related to resource specification e.g., cost, capacity, and reliability. Each
provider mainly aims for increasing its profit from the services that leased by the users. The
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Cloud price coordinator acts as intermediate part that attached to users and providers through
communication network. The main role of coordinator (Fig. 1) in our study is to identify a
suitable service price range. The coordinator aggregates demand-and-supply information from
users and providers to provide GET-based price charging process. The price range takes into
account both users’ demands and providers’ supplies for adaptively adjusting between the
users’ budgets and providers’ profits. The coordinator then response to the users and providers
by exporting the agreeable price range.

CSPs
request/response

supply/response

Price coordinator
(agent/scheduler)

Cloud users

Cloud services

Fig. 1. The Market

3.2 Service Insfrastructure
For this work we consider the Cloud service refers to any of the services from the provider
that can satisfy the users. Specifically, the economic-based middleware platform coordinates
the service agreement between providers and users for identifying the suitable price range of
requested service. The Cloud services in this study are charged based on a service value. The
service value is not necessary in dollar ($) where it can represent in variable instances price
e.g., time, volume, and reward. Initially, users submitted the service request and waited the
response (the price range) from the price coordinator before agreed to rent the service.
The Cloud price coordinator evaluates the service request by the users to match with the
service supply from the providers. The SLA’s output or service instance is then delivered to
the user in the form of contract basis. The service only supplied when the instance is verified
and agreed by the user. For each service request from the users, a service preference is given
by,
Sreqi = (dur, req, blim)

(1)

, where dur refers to duration for leasing the service, req is service requirement descriptions
(e.g., storage or CPU) and blim is budget limit that sets by user for paying the service,
respectively. For each user’s request, it aims to reach the service price within its budget.
Meanwhile, the service provider identified a reserve value for its service, given as
Rvalj = (cini, hist, feat)

(2)
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, where cini is an initial service cost, hist is the performance history in percentage (i.e., higher
percentage refers to better performance) and feat refers to special feature of the service, e.g.,
static, or dynamic service capacity, respectively. Both hist and feat specifically reflects the
service revenue where the capability of the service has a linear relationship with the profit that
aims to gain by the provider. The provider mainly intentions to maximize its profit while
increasing the services utilization.

4. General Equilibrium Theory for Pricing Agreement Process
In this section, we describe two agreement procedures that involved in the costing scheme.
First is the General Equilibrium Theory (GET) based pricing agreement for forming equal in
supply (service) and demand (requirement). Second agreement is related to price ranging
process in identifying the exact service price.
4.1 Economic Interactions through GET
General Equilibrium Theory (GET) is a theoretical framework that explores solutions of
economic equations and their properties for interdependent market [1, 12]. GET works in
economy-wide interactions that highlights the theory of competitive market behaviour. It can
be applied to study almost any issues [6, 12]. It is a theoretical framework that explores
solutions of economic equations and their properties for interdependent market. Through GET
the demand should equal with the supply during market interaction process. It also supports a
distributed method for efficiently allocating tasks and resources among agents based on market
prices.
Note that, the nature of the Cloud computing environment consists of variety of entities
(i.e., resources, users’ demands). It makes the scheduling decisions of that entities are either
based on dependent or independent policies. There are several independent entities that might
be aiming at optimizing their own objectives rather than the performance of the system [19,
20]. Meanwhile, there are some entities that willing to cooperate and share the decisions’
strategies to others for goals without degraded their performance. Such environment
simultaneously keeps an eye on the global performance of the system. Our system model
employed the interdependent scheduling approach where there is an agent (i.e., price
coordinator) that plays a best response to the current price and allocation in the system (market),
without effect of its own actions on the future state of the market.
In this work, we employed GET model of competitive market behavior to represent Cloud
computing that involve frequent buying, selling, trading, and exchanging behaviors between
service providers and users. We assume that the market behaviors (e.g., supply and demand)
are completely defined before starting to form the agreeable service price. Specifically, there
are i users and j service providers in the market; hence, market interaction process is a tuple
(Supply S, Demand D, and Resource R). It is also assumed that Di > 0 where there is always
service request in the market. The form of market interaction in the first agreement for
balancing the supply and demand given as follows:
Agreement I:
Sj(R) ≥ Di(R) and Di(R) > 0
; given that the service price must in positive value, pR ≥ 0
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Agreement I can be considered as market environment that aims to build and maintain
successful relationships between providers and users. Note that if the service provider reduces
its supply then the price of service pR is increased by the value of positive demand. This
Agreement I further help in ensuring the equilibrium supply and demand in the market.
Therefore, once the interaction and market behaviors are successfully assembled, it is assumed
that the market entities are ready for price adjusting.
4.2 Formation of Price Range
Our pricing formation strategy aims to find floor and ceiling prices of available services that
serve as a price range. Specifically, once the price coordinator has constructed the minimum
and maximum prices, it then will be used as service price indicator to charge the users on
respective service. The floor and ceiling price values or price range in our work is not explicitly
involved in final decision of the actual service price that formed by the provider. Specifically,
the service provider charges the service by using the price pR that must accordance with pR є
[pR floor, pRceiling]. It is evident that each provider is necessitated to select the actual price in such
range while maintaining a non-negative gross profit margin (i.e., more than its initialRvalj).
The price adjustment function modifies the initial prices pR by following the rule of market
interaction in Agreement I (i.e., Sj(R) ≥ Di(R) and pR ≥ 0) and it continues until equilibrium
price is achieved; i.e., the fixed point is determined. Note that, the service supply from the
providers is associated with service reserve value or utility while the users requesting with
their service’s preference. Therefore, in the second agreement the market aims to balance
supply-and-demand according to provider profit and user expense defined as:
Agreement II:
max profiti(R): initRvalj ↔ min expensei(R): initSreqi
Agreement II drives the objective of market interaction between providers and users. It
means that the provider cannot supply the service with a lower amount than its capacity (i.e.,
reserve value) and the user are always aim for the service price that meets their budgets. In
response to Agreement II, both providers and users shared their information with the price
coordinator for constructing the price range in support of profit and expense considerations.
In regards the market environment as the input and market objective as the output, the price
coordinator then able to form a relationship between users’ demands and providers’ profits for
achieving transparency and fairness in service price charges. The relationship between user
and provider through profit-demand consideration had result adaptive agreement process for
developing the service price range (i.e., minimum price and maximum price).
Therefore, we extend the (1) and (2) to define price range that comply Agreement I and
Agreement II as:
{max |Supplyt : ∑ (Rvalj)rc |} ≥ {min | Demandt : ∑ (Sreqi)rc|}

(3)

where,
rc = (1, 2, 3…R).
It means that the agreeable service price must be complied with both Agreement I and II so
that the identified price meets market behaviors either it is a busy market or relax market.
Meanwhile, it is able to fulfill both CSPs and users’ needs and minimizing the market conflicts.
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Once the (optimal) actual price value is satisfied, the Cloud market makes it possible to execute
dynamic resource provisioning in a fast and efficient manner for better business plan.

5. Results and Discussions
This section describes the performance evaluation using experimental approach. We also study
the effectiveness of price range strategy on several market behaviors.
5.1 Evaluation Methodology
In this experimental evaluation, we identified three types of service capacities according to
two different services (i.e., computing and storage services). The characteristics of service
capacity are determined based on the measurement in [1] that used in our simulation as the
available services in the market (Table 1).
In our simulations, the service providers are randomly generated from uniform distribution
ranging from 10 to 20. All service providers in our simulation are agreeable to participate
without receiving any service incentive. The service cost cini is included execution cost,
maintenance cost and administration cost that set to be randomly distributed within [0.05,
0.25]. Note that cini of the Extra-largec/ s is always higher than cini Normalc/ s. The initial service
cost satisfies with the service characteristics that used in this work.
Table 1. Service Characteristics for Each Service Group
Service
Computing
Storage Services, S
characteristics
Services, C
Normalc/ s
Large

c/ s

Extra-largec/ s

1PE at 1 GHz

1.5 GBs

4PEs at 1 GHz

7.5 GBs

Percentage of 8PEs
at 1.5 GHz

15 GBs

Each user dynamically submits their demands in Poisson distribution with a mean of 5time units. The lease duration dur selecting randomly from the following set: {2.5, 5.8, 10.5,
15.8, 25.5, 60.8, and 90.5}. These dur values are defined in prior through our preliminary
experiment during setting-up the Cloud market. The requested services are uniformly
distributed accordance to characteristics defined in Table 1; normal, large, or extra-large
services. The budget limit is generated based on the expected execution time exet that we
assume can be provided by the user using job filing, analytical models or historical information
[23].
5.2 Performance Metrics
• User satisfaction rate:
It is defined as the ratio of service charges and budget limit. The service charges refer to
different between maximum and minimum prices.
• Provider profit:
We define profit of service provider as total revenue divided by utilization rate RU (i.e.,
RU = busy / (busy + idle) where busy is the total time of service usage and idle is total idle
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time of service, respectively.) The revenue is calculated as the different between provider’s
initial service (cost) value and agreeable price.
5.3 Results
In order to apply our costing scheme, we set several of market behaviors. It means to study on
how the agreement procedures (i.e., Agreement I and II) are effectively fabricated in reaching
the optimal service price. These agreements provide a price negotiation platform where the
analysis of agreeable prices is recorded to assess factor of market satisfaction. Due to both
agreement procedures are take into account supply and demand concepts, it is significant to
measure the suppliers (CSPs) and requestors (users) fulfilment in a separated view.
In this experiment, we compare our costing scheme based on three market behaviors, given
in Table 2. The heterogeneous and homogenous supplies rely on the service characteristics
offers in the market. Meanwhile, dynamic, and static demands refer to behavior of incoming
requests from users. The contestable behavior means the market is in chaos with unpredictable
service performance that difficult to expect its reliability and there is also substantial load
traffic with users’ requests. In busy behavior, the market is loosed in the load traffic because
all requests are identical and can be effectively scheduled for better resource provisioning.
Otherwise, it considered as relax behavior.
Table 2. Type of Competitive Market
Market Behaviour
Supply Feature
Demand Feature
Contestable

Heterogeneous

Dynamic

Busy

Heterogeneous

Static

Relax

Homogenous

Static

Contestable

Busy

Relax

User satisfaction rate

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
100

200

300

400

500

600

Number of user in time t
Fig. 2. User satisfactory rate between market behaviors
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Fig. 2 shows that all market behaviors have reached user satisfaction rate more than 40%.
Interestingly, the pattern of user satisfaction rate does not significantly differ when there is
growth in the number of users as observed to be about 15% on average. It is due the fact that
the price range developed to satisfy budget constraint of users. Implicitly, it indicates the
successfulness of the price coordinator’s role in executing the negotiating process.

Contestable

Provider profir rate

1

Busy

Relax

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

Simulation Time (t)
Fig. 3. Provider profit rate between market behaviors

In Fig. 3 we plotted provider profit rate against simulation time. We aim to analyse the
providers’ profit continuity within time duration. It clearly shows that Contestable, Busy and
Relax-markets have contradictory performance with difference in plotting pattern.
Contestable-market illustrates that the provider profit is lower than Busy-market while Relaxmarket is shown linear reduction curve. It is demonstrated that our price ranging strategy can
work in variability on the service supplies. It also showed (given at Fig. 3) that the equilibrium
point reached at 2-conditions simulation times at
i)
ii)

400 t and
800 t

In the first equilibrium state it is indicated crossed between Busy-market and Relax-market,
while in the second equilibrium point showed between Contestable-market and Relax-market.
Due to both market behaviors dealt with different supply-and-demand states (Table 2), we
extend the simulation time by assessing the successful negotiation rate (is given as the number
of users with agreeable prices divided by the total number of negotiations involved) against
the number of users in the system. We used the same number of users at both time frames for
making fair comparison. It shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that there are slightly different in term
of beating Relax-market in both equilibrium points.
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During t=400, there is high success rate in price negotiating process. It means that the users
are satisfied more with the prices that been agreed in Busy-market compared to Relax-market.
Usually the Busy-market increases the providers’ profits, but surprisingly due to successful
negotiation the users satisfied with the prices that been charged. Implicitly, there is no
significant complaint on the profit gained by the CSPs if the users’ demands are fulfilled.

Busy

Relax

Successful negotiation rate

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4
100

200

300

400

500

600

Number of users in t=400
Fig. 4. Negotiation for the right price in equilibrium t=400

It does not happen in t=800 where the prices of Relax-market that agreed are merely met
users’ expectations at the earlier phase in the simulation. In the later phase, the prices in both
markets are comparable where the Contestable-market reached better satisfaction. Such result
happens due to in the second agreement (Agreement II) is established by considering the equal
profit and budget attributes. From the experiment, it revealed that with highly heterogeneous
and dynamic in supply and demand, the market is able to gain better negotiations because of
many preferences and options.
It was noted that during resource allocation decisions in Cloud computing each service
provider aims at optimizing its own objectives (e.g., profit) while increasing the performance
of system. Such situations had called for fair costing scheme in managing equilibrium demand
and supply where it is significant for securing Cloud computing reputation. While the
providers sustaining the performance, the users have their right to receive the suitable service
price. The equilibrium supply-demand in Cloud competitive market and agreeable service
price are significant criteria to reduce conflicting needs between CSPs and users.
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Relax

Successful negotiation rate

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4
100

200

300

400

500

600

Number of users in t=800
Fig. 5. Negotiation for the right price in equilibrium t=800

We further compared our costing scheme with pricing strategies proposed by the authors in
[5] and [22]. Specifically, all strategies are applied different costing schemes to determine the
optimal price but working on the same market behaviours; complement between providers and
users. Since our GET based costing scheme performs by the price coordinator, we have revised
the other both costing schemes to fit into our cost model. In the comparison, their equilibrium
prices are obtained only when the market interaction between user and providers is established.
However, for the sake of fairness, we remained the role of the service providers in the models;
monopoly type of providers [5], as Analytic Price, and reward basis providers [22], as RL
Price. We chose the Contestable-market behaviour in this comparison because the real Cloud
market has various services to be matched with various demands.
GET Price

Analytic Price

RL Price

User satisfaction rate

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
100

200

300

400

500

600

Number of user in time t
Fig. 6. User satisfactory rate under different costing schemes
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Fig. 6 depicts that all schemes have reached their success rate more than 50% during small
number of users in the market. Notwithstanding this observation, it can be seen that results of
GET Price is very close to RL Price under least loads, and comparable with Analytic Price
under heaviest loads. It is because the costing schemes in both approaches tends to reach the
optimal price at a particular number of users. For example, in the Analytic Price, the model
focuses on social welfare hence satisfying as many users as possible is part of their objectives.
Meanwhile, the RL Price scheme is a bit tight to deal with good users’ satisfactions under
heaviest loads due to the price determination biased towards the requirements of the
service provider.
GET Price

Analytic Price

RL Price

Provider profir rate

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

0.4
0.3
200

400

600

800

1000

1200

Simulation Time, t
Fig. 7. Provider profit rate under different costing schemes

Fig. 7 shows the provider profit rate that is plotted against simulation time. The RL Price
obtains appealing profit rate compared to two other costing schemes, with 60% profit on
average. This performance can be explained by the pricing determination used in their market
where the time slot is applied for allocating special treatment users. Those users are willing to
rent the service with higher price than the original price offered by the providers. It implicitly
increases the providers’ profit. On the other hand, it also indicates that our scheme GET Price
sustains performance optimization with satisfactory profit, 55% on average.
Note that, the successful price negotiating process between the CSPs and users might be
reached through the existing SLAs [8, 18-20]. However, it is unsure either the final service
prices are reckoning by the supply-and-demand interaction. It can happen in the situation when
the SLAs is met but victimised the users by high in price charging. Therefore, in our closing
experiment, we study the impact of price charging over the SLAs negotiation. We executed
the agreement platform (i.e., Agreement and Agreement II) into Cloud market interaction. At
this time, we used the Free-market (random setting for supply and demand features) for
comparing the agreed prices over supply-demand ratio. The supply-demand ratio gains from
the user satisfactory rate and provider profit rate of the Free-market setting.
As shown in Fig. 8, in the early simulation time there are significant difference between the
match price and the supply-demand ratio. This is can be explained by there are many users
and providers are still negotiating the right price for their supplying and demanding activities
in the active markets. We envision the realization of the price range with the support of
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transparent information implicitly improves trustworthiness towards Cloud-computing
platform.
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Fig. 8. Agreed price vs. Supply-demand ratio in busy market

Our pricing negotiating process (i.e., Agreement I and II) is designed in respect to the
willingness of the CSPs and users to be participated in the market. It is considered as a solution
in Cloud computing for securing fair pricing in competitive market environment. In this sense,
the users unable to choose the Cloud services from the CSPs that not joining the market, and
it by some means degraded the service accessibility. On the other hand, the market gives a
platform for the CSPs to promote their new services if they are newcomers as the Cloud
providers. Practically, the Cloud users get benefits from the fair price charging. Explicitly, our
costing scheme able to reach a win-win agreement with efficient negotiating process.

6. Conclusion
Considering high volume of mixed users’ demands and the diversity of services offered;
pricing fairness has become necessary and challenging. In this paper, we addressed the pricing
fairness that form through General Equilibrium Theory (GET). Such price formation aims for
assisting price leasing agreement between market participants, i.e., providers and users. In our
costing scheme, the service price is determined and formed in a price range. The maximum
and minimum prices are established and relied on both initial providers’ revenues and users’
budgets. The incorporation of GET into pricing agreement improves transparent information
in the user-provider interaction. Based on the results from our experiments that take into
account both user satisfaction and provider profit, it confirms with our claims. The effective
costing scheme through fair agreement procedure can strengthen transparency and
accountability in Cloud computing. It also provides a door for improvement in pricing interchange and negotiation of inter-CSPs that are to be addressed through further research.
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